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Introduction

Dear Students,

Over the coming few weeks you will be selecting the additional subjects you would 

like to study in KS4. These choices, along with the core provision (what everyone will 

study) will form your curriculum for the next two years. 

Any subject that you chose will, of course, have a potential pathway beyond Year 11, 

so your choices are important. However, please do not think every choice you make 

will have a direct impact on your future. You will not necessarily want to study all 

GCSE choices post 16! 

With options from music to sociology and RE, you are indeed spoilt for choice, and 

we recognise that some of your decisions might be tricky as you may need to choose 

between two subjects you like equally well. So you will need to make mature 

decisions.

We are here to help you: your subject teachers will give you specific advice and finally 

you will meet with either myself or a member of the senior team to talk through your 

decision making. We will ensure you have thought of everything!

We look forward to talking with you and your parents to finalise this process.

Do take the time to really read this booklet, reflect and think about your options in 

the run up to your pathways interview.

Best wishes,

Ms G. Stewart Mr C. McElwaine

Acting Principal Assistant Principal 2



The Process

29th March: Year 9 Options Assembly

3rd April: Options Information Evening

5th April: Initial Proposal from students

3rd – 5th April: Pathways Interviews 

End of June: Final confirmation
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Subjects at Key Stage 4 are separated into two categories: Core and Optional. 

Core subjects are compulsory and will be studied by all students.

Optional subjects are, as the name suggests, optional. Students can chose up to four, 
based on their assessment results, the guidance they receive from their teachers, and 
their individual preferences.

Core

Options (each worth one GCSE unless stated)   

Students will choose one subject from each block. 
*Part of the Ebacc group of subjects
** Cannot be chosen together

Home Languages: Students who speak another language at home (e.g Arabic / Urdu) 
and wish to take a GCSE in this language should raise this at their options interview. Any 
foreign language will qualify for the Ebacc. If agreed, an extra language exam will be 
taken in year 11 with students’ other GCSE subject exams.

Curriculum at KS4 

Subject Number of GCSEs

English 1 or 2, depending on pathway

Maths 1 

Science 2 or 3, depending on pathway

PE None – subject is not examined

Character None – subject is not examined

Option Block A Option Block B Option Block C

History* Spanish* Art

Geography* French* Drama

Design and Technology Sociology

Food Preparation and 

Nutrition

Photography

Business Studies BTEC            Music

Sport BTEC** PE**

RE
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The Options Subjects

Choosing your options is probably the most important decision you have made in your 
academic life so far. You should take time to decide, do your own research, and discuss your 
choices with your teachers, parents and friends.

When you eventually decide what you want it should be for the right reasons. You should 
never select a course because you think it will be ‘easy’, or because your friends are choosing 
it, or because you do or don’t ‘like’ a particular teacher. 

Making mature, sensible choices now will set you up for success in the future. Have the 
confidence to choose what’s best for you and no one else. 

Specific questions to consider when making your choices: 

• Do you enjoy the subject? When you are in lessons for this subject, or sitting down to 
do some homework, do you feel more enthused than you would do in another subject? 

• What level are you working at? Think about your results in recent assessments: If 
your levels are too low at this stage then it’s unlikely that you will get a good result at 
GCSE. 

• Does it fit with your talents and abilities? Certain subjects (for example Music or 
PE) require a degree of natural talent. Have a close look at the individual subject pages 
later on in this booklet for more information. 

• What subjects do you want to study after GCSE? If you think you may want to 
study a subject at A-Level then it makes sense to study it at GCSE. This would certainly be 
true of subjects where the A-Level syllabus builds directly on the GCSE (for example 
History, Geography, French, Spanish, Music, Drama or Art). Some A-Level subjects (for 
example Business, Economics or Politics) can be taken without having done a GCSE in 
them – you just need to have a broad range of good GCSE grades.

• Do you want to go to university? Taking a modern language (French or Spanish) and 
either History or Geography (or both) provides a solid foundation for progression onto A-
Levels and university. It is not strictly essential but it definitely won’t hurt. More 
information on Ebacc is on the next page. 

• What are the demands of the course? Different subjects have very different 
assessment approaches. Find out about how much coursework and controlled assessment 
is involved and the amount of time you will have to put in outside of lessons. 
GCSEs require a huge amount of independence and organisation – you need to know what 
you’ll have to put in to each course to be successful. 
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Making your choice

All Year 9 students have heard presentations about the different courses available to 
them over the course of the spring term. The next steps and key dates ahead are 
outlined at the front of this booklet. The first thing you need to do is read this 
booklet very carefully. 

Key Stage 4 pathways

No one is expecting you to know right now exactly what you want to study 
at A-Level and, after that, university. You might have an idea of the subjects 
you’ll choose, but this idea doesn’t have to be finalised for a long time. If you don’t 
have any ideas at this stage, that is fine too. 

The key is to pick a broad, balanced range of courses that develop different skills, 
provide variety each week, and keep your options open for A-Level and 
university. 

Different options subjects develop different skills. History and Geography will 
increase your knowledge and understanding of world culture, and develop your 
analytical and critical thinking skills. Art, Music, and Drama contain analysis too, but 
are also practical, creative subjects which require some natural talent. 

You should be aware that university places depend on outstanding GCSE and A Level 
results. To study a subject at A Level in the 6th Form here at Ark Acton you 
will need a minimum of a grade 6 in that subject at GCSE (if it is a new A-Level 
subject then you may need a 6 in a similar subject). 

Universities also encourage applicants to have a studied a modern language at GCSE, 
and either History or Geography (or both). It is not strictly essential, but research 
shows that applicants with these qualifications do better. The section below on Ebacc
explains this in more detail.

For those of you whose ambitions do not include university, then you must be aware 
that the gold standard of five GCSEs all at grade 9- 4 is essential for your entrance 
to college or employment once you leave school. 
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EBacc

The Ebacc – or English Baccalaureate – is not actually a qualification in itself. You 
can’t ‘get an Ebacc’. Instead it is a collection of core academic subjects - English, 
mathematics, science, history or geography, and a language – that is recognised by 
universities and sixth forms as providing a solid foundation for future academic 
study. 

The Ebacc subjects have been chosen because research has shown they have 
advantages in terms developing cognitive skills and an understanding of the world 
around us. For example, having a practical understanding of French or Spanish will 
help you to become a global citizen, and is something which is valued by employers. 
History and geography develop important critical thinking and analytical skills. The 
Ebacc subjects have been shown to help with entrance into university. 

However, none of this means that Ebacc subjects are ‘better’ or ‘more important’ than 
other GCSE subjects. Many would argue that creative arts subjects (music, drama or 
art) form the ‘sixth pillar’ of a rounded education at Key Stage 4, and have important 
cultural, social and academic benefits. Design Technology at GCSE also has real value 
– it can inspire students to go on to successful careers in design, engineering and the 
creative industries. Physical Education GCSE helps create elite sports men and 
women, and prepare students for careers in the sports industry. 

You shouldn’t feel that you have to choose an Ebacc subject which you don’t enjoy 
over a more practical, creative one that you love. A good set of GCSEs, all at grade 9-
4, will carry weight with colleges and universities, even if you don’t have all of the 
Ebacc subjects in there. 

The decision is really up to you – all we can do is give you the facts. We hope by 
offering three options, students who want to follow the Ebacc route will 
still be able to choose a practical, creative subject alongside their Ebacc
choices. 

You can read more about Ebacc here: 

• http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/teachingandlearning/qualifications/englis
hbac/a0075975/the-english-baccalaureate

• http://www.russellgroup.ac.uk/faqs.aspx
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Subject Information
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English Literature 
What will you study? 

o Macbeth: a play by William 
Shakespeare

o A Christmas Carol: a novella by 
Charles Dickens

o Poetry: A cluster of poetry exploring 
the themes of power and conflict and a 
selection of unseen poems practising 
the art of analysis.

o An Inspector Calls: a play by J.B. 
Priestley

How will you be 
examined?

o 2 written exams

o Paper One is 1 hour 45 
minutes; Paper Two is 2 
hours 15 minutes

o Paper One will involve 
analysing key extracts from 
Macbeth & A Christmas 
Carol and discussing them 
in essay form.

o Paper Two will involve 
writing an essay on An 
Inspector Calls; writing a 
comparative essay on two 
poems from the conflict 
cluster studied; writing an 
analysis of an unseen 
poem; writing a 
comparative analysis of two 
unseen poems. 

Where might this subject take me?

A GCSE in English literature demonstrates 
the ability to analyse, debate and think 
creatively. 

As a result, it is a GCSE that, like English 
Language, develops a valuable skillset for 
careers in a variety of fields. 

If you wish to know more about the GCSE please speak to 
Ms Seymour, Acting Head of English. 

hseymour@arkacton.org

Notes:
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English Language 
What will you study? 

o A range of fiction and non-fiction 
o How writers use language to achieve a 

variety of outcomes: to entertain, to 
persuade, to explain, to argue

o How to craft your own pieces of writing 
successfully

o How to analyse and write about language and 
structure confidently

How will you be 
examined?

o 2 written exams – each 1 
hour 45 minutes long 

o Both exams involve 
unseen extracts you will 
be expected to analyse 
and write about; both 
exams involve a creative 
writing element.

Where might this subject 
take me?

English Language is a valuable 
subject that develops a variety of  
core skills desired or expected in 
an endless range of careers.  

A GCSE in English Language 
really is a door to any 
opportunity you wish to seize.  

If you wish to know more about the GCSE please 
speak to Ms Seymour, Acting Head of English. 

hseymour@arkacton.org

Notes:
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What will I be studying?

There are six main areas covered in the 

GCSE that all students will study:

1. Number
2. Algebra
3. Ratio, proportion and rates of 

change
4. Geometry and measure 
5. Probability
6. Statistics

Notes:

Who should I contact for 
further information?

Either Mr Tafilaku 
(btafilaku@Arkacton.org) or Mr  Zramalval 
(bzramalval@Arkacton.org)

What are students expected to do in GCSE maths?
• Acquire and use problem-solving strategies
• Select and apply mathematical techniques and methods in mathematical, every day and 

real-world situations (‘functional mathematics’)
• Reason mathematically, make deductions and inferences and draw conclusions
• Interpret and communicate mathematical information in a variety of forms appropriate to 

the information and context
• Use their knowledge and understanding to make connections between mathematical 

concepts.
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How will I be examined? 

Students will be grouped into foundation or 
higher sets. There are three exams which 
last for 1hr 30min. Paper 1 is non-
calculator and in papers 2 and 3 students 
are permitted to use a  calculator.  

Why is maths so important?

Not only is mathematics good for your 
brain but it also helps in everyday life from 
calculating time and measurements to 
quick arithmetic. Maths is also used in 
practically every career in some way and 
shows to employers great problem solving 
skills and good analytical thinking. 



GCSE Combined Science

GCSE Combined Science: Trilogy is a balanced and in-depth Science course for students 
of most abilities, whether they intend to study Science further or not. The course is split 
into separate units and is assessed through written examinations worth 100% of the 
final grade at the end of year 11. Within all units, students have the opportunity to 
undertake practical investigations and to learn how scientists make sense of our world. 
Students will study the Science course with a teacher for Biology, Chemistry and 
Physics.
All students take a minimum of GCSE Combined Science: Trilogy worth two GCSEs. 
This course is suitable for students who may want to study Sciences at A-Level.  

Mr P Merton (pmerton@arkacton.org) and Mrs F Siddiqui (fsiddiqui@arkacton.org) 

Subject content

Biology

1. Cell biology

2. Organisation

3. Infection and response

4. Bioenergetics

5. Homeostasis and response

6. Inheritance, variation and evolution

7. Ecology

Chemistry

8. Atomic structure and the periodic table

9. Bonding, structure, and the properties 

of matter

10. Quantitative chemistry

11. Chemical changes

12. Energy changes

13. The rate and extent of chemical change

14. Organic chemistry

15. Chemical analysis

16. Chemistry of the atmosphere

17. Using resources

Physics

18. Forces

19. Energy

20. Waves

21. Electricity

22. Magnetism and electromagnetism

23. Particle model of matter

24. Atomic structure

Books/Materials/Visits/Field Courses/Websites: 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse

AQA GCSE Combined Science Textbooks (ISBN Codes - 978-0198359265, 978-

0198359272 and 978-0193859289)

Ark Acton Academy Science Revision Bank goo.gl/N1NpEc
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GCSE Triple Science 

(Biology, Chemistry and Physics)
AQA GCSE Biology 8461 (worth 1 GCSE)

AQA GCSE Chemistry 8462 (worth 1 GCSE)

AQA GCSE Physics 8463 (worth 1 GCSE)

Triple Science (GCSE Biology, Chemistry and Physics) provides an in-depth Science 
course for students of higher ability, whether they intend to study Science further or 
not. The courses are each split into units and assessed through written examinations 
worth 100% at the end of year 11. Within all three Sciences, students have plenty of 
opportunity to undertake practical investigations and to learn how Biologists, 
Chemists and Physicists make sense of our world. Students will gain three separate 
GCSE qualifications from this course.
Students who do not want to undertake further studies in Science can take this course, 
but it is especially suitable for students who may want to study Sciences at A-Level 
and who may wish to pursue Science-related careers.

Mr P Merton (pmerton@arkacton.org) and Mrs F Siddiqui (fsiddiqui@arkacton.org)

Course Content:
All Combined Science plus specialist additional units in Biology, Chemistry and
Physics as below.

Biology will give students the opportunity to gain a good understanding of human
Biology, organisms, evolution and the environment.

Chemistry will give students a good understanding of the nature of substances and
how they react together, how Chemistry is used in business and industry and how our
use of fuels affect the local and global environment.

Physics will give students a good understanding of the use and transfer of energy, as
well as an insight into the nature of waves, radiation and space. They will also learn
about the application of Physics in the real world they live in.

Each subject will also include Practical Skills.
Books/Materials/Visits/Field Courses/Websites: 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse
AQA GCSE Triple Science Textbooks (ISBN Codes - 978-0198359401, 978-
0198359388 and 978-0198359395)
Ark Acton Academy Science Revision Bank goo.gl/N1NpEc
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Examination Board: EDEXCEL

Specification code: French (1FR0)  
/  Spanish (1SP0)

What is the purpose of MFL? 

Technology, globalisation and ease of 
international travel are bringing more 

of the world within our reach. The 
course offers you deeper cultural 

awareness and flexibility to travel, 
study or work abroad. It’s an 

impressive achievement to speak a 
foreign language and you'll have 
better options for your future!

What does the exam look like? 

The exam is made up of four 
papers assessed at the end of year 
11. 

 Paper 1: Listening – 25% of final 
mark 

 Paper 2: Speaking – 25% of final 
mark 

 Paper 3: Reading – 25% of final mark 

 Paper 4: Writing – 25% of final mark 

Themes and topics
Questions across all four language skills are set in 
common contexts, addressing a range of relevant
contemporary and cultural themes. They are 
organised into five themes, each broken down
into topics and sub-topics.  The five themes are: 
● Identity and culture 
● Local area, holiday and travel
● School
● Future aspirations, study and work
● International and global dimension.

Modern Foreign Languages
GCSE French and Spanish

Where can a language 
lead me the future? 

Being fluent in two or more languages 
gives you an edge over monolingual 

candidates in job interviews. Or if you 
become an entrepreneur, you will open 

your company up to opportunities in 
foreign countries! It is hardly surprising 

that a lot of corporations require 
employees who are bilingual or 

multilingual. You don’t really need to be 
fluent in a language and sometimes 
simply being proficient is enough to 

work in a lot of corporations. 

Why should I study French or 
Spanish?

Learning a language opens you up to a world of 
job opportunities. It also gives your brain a 

boost because it helps to improve memory and 
concentration span. Furthermore, languages 

establish deeper understanding of other 
cultures which could help with establishing 

deep friendships. Finally it can help you 
become more interesting and highly valuable 

in your future career.   
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Business Studies 

Who do I speak to for more 
info? 

Speak with Ms Kholia, Business 
Studies teacher in IT5 for more 
info or email 
n.kholia@arkacton.org. 

What is Business all about?

Business BTEC is a broad-based qualification providing an in-depth study of
the world of business. You will learn about the full range of business topics
including Entrepreneurs, marketing, finance, production and operations
management, business planning

Is it right for me?

•Do you want to study a new, different, 
challenging subject in Year 10? 

•Do you have the skills to sell products or 
services to the school?

•Do you think you have what it takes to be a 
successful entrepreneur? 

•Are you interested in how companies grow and 
develop? 

•Are you a strong communicator ?

Business 
plans

Market research Finance & 
budgets

Profit & loss Entrepreneurship Theories of 
growth

Business 
Ethics

Marketing And much more..

What characteristics 
does a business 
student have?

Entrepreneurial

Organised 

Hard-working

Curious about how 
business and finance 

works

Ambitious
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What is the purpose of History?

Studying History provides a student with 
transferable skills which are not confined 
to the study of the past. Skills of analysis 
are invaluable in many jobs, and the ability 
to analyse and then prioritise information 
is vital to decision making. 

History at Ark Acton will allow pupils to 
understand current affairs, culture and 
societies from around the world. In 
addition, pupils will also understand the 
moral purpose of history in that history 
developed citizenship, helps provide 
identity and providing an understanding of 
how current life came to be. In this way, 
the study of History is explicitly relevant to 
all of us. 

What jobs or further study could this 
lead to? 

These problem-solving and analytical skills 
are relevant in just about any industry 
which has a focus on current societies and 
future developments, particularly in the 
fields of business, politics and academia. 
Typical careers with a history degree 
include careers in teaching and research, 
archiving and heritage, politics, media, 
business and law.

What will I study and what does the 
exam look like?

Paper 1 – Crime and Punishment in Britain 
c1000-present 
Weighting 30%
Exam time: 1h 15

Paper 2- Superpower  relations and the 
Cold War and The reigns of King Richard I 
and John, 1189-1216 
Weighting 40%
Exam time: 1h 45

Paper 3- Russia and the Soviet Union 1917-
41
Weighting 30%
Exam time: 1h 20

Notes:

Where do I find out more? 
Speak with Ms Salah or email 

m.salah@arkacton.org 

History
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What makes a great history student? 
To do well in history you must have an 
interest and curiosity about the past. You 
should enjoy spending time reading, enjoy 
debate and be able to construct good 
written arguments.



What does the exam look like?
• Paper 1: Living with the physical 

environment (1 hr 30 mins)
• Paper 2: Challenges of the human 

environment (1 hr 30 mins)
• Paper 3: Geographical applications (1 hr 15 

mins)
Paper 1 and paper 2 are work 35% each 
and paper 3 is worth 30% of the total 
GCSE grade. 

What will I study at GCSE Geography?
You will have the opportunity to study how the 
world’s physical and human processes interlink. 
In addition, you will be assessing how global 
actions have an impact in our local 
environments. The topics I will be studying are:
• Plate Tectonics – Earthquakes and Volcanoes
• Tropical Storms and Weather Impacts 
• Climate Change and Global Warming
• Urban Challenges and UK Urban Change
• The Changing Economic World
• The Living World: Biomes and Ecosystems
• The Challenge of Resource Management
• Physical Landscapes in the UK: Rivers, 

Coasts and Mountains

What can I do with Geography in the 
future?
Due to the variety of skills developed within 
the subject, students can go onto jobs within 
the fields of:
• Environmental Planning
• Teaching and Lecturing 
• Accounting and Finance
• Human Resources
• Police Force
• Urban Planning
• International Development and Charity 

Work

According to a 2010 investigation by The 
Guardian – ‘Studying geography arms 
graduates with a mix of skills employers want 
to see, and that students who arm themselves 
with a geography qualification are less likely to 
be unemployed or out of work’.

'Geography inspires pupils to become 
global citizens by exploring their own 

place in the world, their values and 
responsibilities to other people, to the 

environment and to the sustainability of 
the planet.'

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/geograph
y/specifications/AQA-8035-SP-2016.PDF -
AQA Specification for GCSE

Notes:

Speak to Ms Quinn, Ms Farmer or Mr Francis for 
information.

Geography
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Food Preparation and Nutrition

For more information contact: Ms Fleming 
sfleming@arkaton.org

What will the exam look like?

50% Exam
50% NEA (Non-exam Assessment)
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Why study a GCSE in Food Preparation and Nutrition? 

This new GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition is an exciting and creative course which 
focuses on practical cooking skills to ensure students develop a thorough understanding of 
nutrition, food provenance and the working characteristics of food materials. At its heart, 
this qualification focuses on nurturing students' practical cookery skills to give them a strong 
understanding of nutrition.

What will I learn about?

Food preparation skills are integrated 
into five core topics:

•Food, nutrition and health
•Food science
•Food safety
•Food choice
•Food provenance.

What makes a good student for 
this subject? 

To do well in Food Preparation and 
Nutrition you must have a passion for food 
and experimenting and trying out creative 
ideas in the kitchen. You must also be 
interested in the science of food and 
nutrition.

mailto:sflemming@arkaton.org


What is Design and Technology?
The planning, design and creation of products 
that people use. This includes everything from 
bridges and cars to clothing and furniture. 

Where can Design and 
Technology take you?

Product designer
Civil engineer
Software engineer
Architect
Fashion designer
Tailor

GCSE Design and Technology will prepare 
students to participate confidently and 
successfully in an increasingly technological 
world. Students will gain awareness and 
learn from wider influences on Design and 
Technology including historical, social, 
cultural, environmental and economic 
factors. Students will get the opportunity to 
work creatively when designing and making 
and apply technical and practical expertise.

How to find out more:
contact Ms Mulraine smulraine@arkacton.org

or Mr Summers dsummers@arkacton.org

What will the exam look like?

Subject content:
• Core technical principles
• Specialist technical principles
• Design and making principles

50% Exam (2hr written paper)
50% NEA (Non-exam Assessment)
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Religious Studies 
A study of Religion, Philosophy and 

Ethics

How am I assessed?
(Paper 1 – 1hr 45 mins 50%)
(Paper 2 – 1hr 45 mins 50%)

What do I study?

Paper One - The study of Religions – Key beliefs, 
teachings and practices in Christianity and Islam

Paper Two- Thematic Studies  

Religion and Life
The Origins and Value of the universe (scientific 
and religious views on origins, such as Big Bang 
Theory and Creation stories, and animal 
experimentation)
The Origins and Value of human life (scientific 
and religious views on origin, such as evolution 
and biblical teaching, and abortion, euthanasia, 
the after-life)

The existence of God and revelation
Philosophical arguments for and against the 
existence of God (Design, Causation, Miracles, 
scientific arguments, the Problem of Evil and 
suffering)
The nature of the divine and revelation (Visions, 
enlightenment, nature, scripture, miracles)

Religion, Peace and Conflict 
Religion, violence, terrorism and war (religious 
and non-religious perspectives on peace, justice, 
forgiveness, terrorism, holy war, just war theory)

Religion, Crime and Punishment
Reasons for crime, views about people who break 
the law and different types of crime. Ideas about 
good and evil. Religion and punishment (beliefs 
and teachings about the aims of punishment, the 
treatment of criminals, corporal and capital 
punishment and forgiveness).

Where does this subject take me?

A good GCSE pass in Religious Studies 
is useful for all post-16 studies. It can 
work well in combination to a range of 
other subjects such as English, History, 
Psychology, Sociology, Government and 
Politics, Law, and the Sciences (through 
the study of Ethics).  

Employers value the thinking, problem 
solving, evaluation, debating and 
writing skills that are developed 
through the study of GCSE Religious 
Studies. Critical analysis is a key aspect 
of the subject. 

Students who have studied religious 
studies go in to a range of careers 
including, Law, Journalism, Medicine, 
Social Work, Research and the Arts. 

Who can I contact for more info? 
Mr A Mirza (amirza@arkacton.org)  or Ms O Lucas
(olucas@arkacton.org)
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What is the purpose of sociology?

The purpose of sociology, as with all sciences, is 
to uncover that which is hidden. 
Sociology students study and participate in the 
science of society. Studying sociology will 
answer many questions students have about 
society and how humans behave and interact. 
GCSE Sociology aims to broaden students’ 
minds, helping them to see their world from 
different perspectives and in new and thought-
provoking ways. 

What jobs or further study 
could this lead to?

Former students have become doctors, 
nurses, journalists, teachers, 
researchers, psychologists, lawyers and 
scientists. They have also gained jobs 
working for global companies and 
political parties. 

What will the exam look 
like? 

2 exams 

• Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes

• 100 marks 

• 50% of GCSE on each paper 

Including 4 essays   12 marks each 

What will I study? 

• The sociology of families 

• The sociology of education. 

• The sociology of crime and deviance 

• The sociology of social stratification 

• Relevant areas of social theory and 
methodology

For more information contact Ms Tillotson: 
dtillotson@arkacton.org
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What makes a good art student?

• You like to express yourself creatively.                                                    

• You would like to explore a range of media.                                                   

• You enjoy making artwork.                                                                               

• You would like to explore and develop ideas 

and concepts. 

• It’s a good option if you’d like to develop a 

career in  in the creative and digital world 

of art.

What would I study?

You are assessed on 4 areas of study:

• Cultural and artist research 

• Materials experimenting and development 
of ideas

• Recording (including drawing and 
photography 

• A final artwork outcome

What jobs or further study could 

this lead to? 

Art can lead to further education through 

either a Foundation Art course, to explore a 

variety of approaches in specialist areas, or a 

University degree course in the preferred area 

of study: Fashion, Architecture, Graphic 

design, Interior design, and Photography.  A 

future from here may also lead to work in a 

gallery or museum, web design, advertising, 

game design, marketing, tattoo artistry, film, 

set design, animation, book illustration, make-

up artist, window dresser or ceramist. 

What does the exam look like?

Art marks are not solely dependent on an 
exam

60% of your mark will be based on 
coursework.

40% of your mark is for an externally set 
assignment (ESA) set by the exam board.

A R T
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PHOTOGRAPHY

What jobs or further study could this 
lead to?

Photography can lead to further education 
through a University degree course. A 
future from here may also lead to work in 
web design, advertising, graphic design, 
game design, marketing, film, digital 
design, animation, photo journalism, 
graphic design and film .

What is the purpose of studying 
Photography?

• You will discover excellent 
opportunities to develop cultural and 
artistic understanding

• You will develop creative skills which 
would benefit a range of creative 
careers.

What would I study?

You will have access to digital cameras and are 
expected to organise yourself to take pictures on 
a weekly basis from the start of the course. Trips 
will be a compulsory part of the course: for 
example the V&A museum, and Kew Gardens. 
You will develop your understanding of the 
subject by using different technical processes, 
including the use of digital retouching in 
Photoshop. We encourage you to use your smart 
phones and apps to aid this development and 
experimental part of the course. The course is a 
lens based and light based subject, so you can 
produce your final outcome on video, webpage 
as well as in traditional print form.  You will 
develop and be influenced by the study of 
photographers’ work, taken from a wide range 
of cultures. You will produce written work in 
your journals throughout the two years of this 
course.  

What does the exam look like?

The GCSE course consists of 2 units of 
work at GCSE. Each unit is based on a 
different theme and is designed for 
students to learn different skills.

Notes

For more info speak to Ms Wiley in the art room
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Physical Education GCSE

Who should study GCSE PE? 

GCSE PE is more suitable for students who participate in sport, like science and enjoy the 
challenge of competitive sport. Students must participate in at least one sport outside of 
school and play for a school team.

How will I be examined? 

The course consists of 60% Theory & 40% Practical:
• Theory: Paper 1 (30%): The human body and movement in physical activity and sport.
• Theory: Paper 2 (30%): Socio-cultural influences and well-being in physical activity 

and sport
• Practical (30%): 1 team sport, 1 individual sport and 1 choice (team/individual)
• Practical (10%): Coursework on strengths and weaknesses of performance 

Why study GCSE PE? 

Physical Education will help to develop your performance in a number of sports as well as 
increasing your knowledge of how the body functions in physical activity. It can lead to a 
number of careers such as personal training, sports psychology and sports coaching.

Notes:



BTEC Sport
Why study Sport BTEC? 

A BTEC in sport is designed to give you a broad understanding of sport and physical 
activity. It supports students who want to go into further study post-16 in a similar field. It 
supports careers linked to personal training, coaching and physiotherapy. 

How will I be examined?

There are four units that students will be assessed through:

• Unit 1: Fitness for Sport and Exercise (Externally set online exam with 2 attempts)
• Unit 2: Practical Performance in Sport (Internally marked coursework)
• Unit 3: Applying the Principles of Personal Training (Internally marked coursework)
• Unit 6: Leading Sports Activities: (Internally marked coursework)

Who should study Sport BTEC? 

BTEC Sport is more suitable for students who prefer coursework to exams. It requires high 
levels of organisation and the ability to meet a deadline. Student must have an interest in 
playing, watching or officiating sport and regularly participate in sport.

Notes:



So what is involved?

Three aspects: 
1. Composing – creating your own 

music using music technology 
(LogicPro X)

2. Performing – performing solo 
and as part of a group/ensemble

3. Appraising – studying and 
analysing 8 pieces of music in 
detail.

What are the pieces of music that you 
study?

Many different styles of music, as well as 
different composers, artists and bands 
including:

Queen – Killer Queen

Stephen Schwartz – Defying Gravity

John Williams 

Star Wars: Episode IV 

Beethoven –

Pathétique Sonata

Music GCSE
Why is music a great choice at GCSE?

Musical: students improve their music skills, improving their musicianship, and ability to 
perform, compose and analyse.
Non-musical: students improve their interpersonal skills, communication skills, and 
transferable skills (skills used in other subjects).
College applications: make yours stand out with a successful Music GCSE. 

Where can music take me? 

A GCSE in music can lead to a number 
of different careers within the industry. 
This can include  music composition 
and composing, producing,  music 
technician,  musical events manager, 
music teacher, music stage manager and  
online music curator. 
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Notes:

Speak to Ms Yendoll for more 
information.

What makes a great music 
student? 

To succeed in music you must 
demonstrate that you have passion for 
music and are willing to put in many 
hours of practice to develop your 
performance and composition skills. 
You will be expected to take part in extra 
curricular opportunities in school and 
practice regularly at home. 



GCSE DRAMA 
EXAM BOARD - EDUQAS

What would I study?
During GCSE Drama, students will study and 
develop their skills in acting, design, creating and 
developing theatre. Students will learn to evaluate 
performances. They will study famous plays and 
playwrights. Students will develop their passions 
and creative skills over the course.

What is the purpose of Drama?
Taking drama means learning to work within a team. It 
means learning to balance a mix of ideas, evaluate 
them and pick out the best one. It gives quiet students 
a way to have their voices heard. It lets creative people 
explore lighting, costumes and set design

What jobs would this lead to?
To ensure that the theatre, film and television 
industries comprise a diverse range of stories and 
voices, it’s vital that all young people are given the 
opportunity to develop skills that will make them 
the performers, writers and directors of tomorrow.

What does the exam look like?
Component 1: Devising Theatre Non-exam assessment: internally assessed, 
externally moderated 40% of qualification Learners will be assessed on either acting 
or design. Learners participate in the creation, development and performance of a 
piece of devised theatre using either the techniques of an influential theatre 
practitioner or a genre, in response to a stimulus set by WJEC.

Component 2: Performing from a Text 
Learners study two extracts from the same performance text chosen by the center. 
Learners participate in one performance using sections of text from both extracts. 

Component 3: Interpreting Theatre Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes 40% of 
qualification. Section A: Set Text A series of questions on the set text ‘Hard to 
Swallow’ by Mark Wheeller. Section B: Live Theatre Review One question, from a 
choice of two, requiring analysis and evaluation of a given aspect of a live theatre 
production seen during the course. 
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